
Vibe All-In-One Collaboration Hub

Work the way 
you want

Video Conferencing / Online Whiteboard / 
Third-party App Integration



Vibe Family

Vibe Board S1 55″
All-in-one huddle room solution.

Vibe Board S1 75″
All-in-one big space solution.

Touch to Start

VIBE-ST-001

vibe.Inc-5

One-Click Video Conferencing

07:36

Vibe Smart Camera
Stay picture-perfect with our 
AI-powered smart camera.

Vibe Tap
Seamless 4K screencasting, 
no Wi-Fi needed.



Online whiteboard software optimized for touchscreen.
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A companion service that enhances your workflow with Vibe Board 
and simplifies your device management.

Vibe Family



Vibe Board S1

Vibe Board S1 55″



Vibe Board S1

Touch to Start

VIBE-ST-001

vibe.Inc-5

One-Click Video Conferencing

Setup

07:36 Sign In

Vibe Board S1 75″



Why Vibe?

 #1 
Say hello to your hybrid workflow

With Vibe, you can achieve your best work faster. 
Seamlessly connect with your team and your big 
ideas where you work best.



Why Vibe?

#2

One hub to rule them all

Leave the tangled cords and disparate collaboration 
tools in the past. Start fresh with Vibe's affordable, 
all-in-one solution.

PC Whiteboard TV
Conference 

Camera



Key Use Cases

Meet

train & coach

present

entertain

teach

brainstorm



Key Features

Meetings made wonderfully easy

Inspire involvement and 
idea-sharing

Meet and co-create with video 
conferencing, plus touchscreen 
whiteboard technology that 
promotes hands-on collaboration.

Compatible across 

conferencing platforms

Vibe Board seamlessly integrates 
with your favorite conferencing 
apps, allowing you to enhance 
collaborations like never before.

One-Click Video Conferencing

Setup

One-click video 
conferencing

Sync your calendar with the Vibe 
Board and join virtual meetings 
with just one click.

142°

Make sure everyone is 
seen and heard

Capture the entire scene using a 
super-wide FOV smart camera 
equipped with AI capabilities, such 
as auto-framing and noise 
cancellation.



Key Features

Improve collaboration with your remote teams

Unleash your creativity on an 
infinite canvas. Build vertical 
and horizontal scroll infinite 
canvases based on your needs.

Use comments, stickers, and 
emotions to add feedback 
and ideas to help drive 
discussions.

Automatically save all 
discussions to the cloud in real-
time, no need to worry about 
losing any ideas anymore.

Brush mode templates

Use watercolor pencils, 
crayons, and markers to build 
your work and highlight your 
notes with ease.

Start your work faster with 
pre-built templates. Save 
you time and effort by 
providing a solid foundation 
for your projects.

Multi-device support

Collaborate on the same canvas 
from a Vibe Board, computer, 
iPad, or phone in real time from 
anywhere.

Infinite canvas

commentCloud-based

Well done

1 / 8



Key Features

Wow your audience with stunning presentations

Choose the apps that best convey your 
message, whether you're presenting a sales 
report with PowerBI, a Marketing campaign 
with PowerPoint, or UX design with Figma.

Deliver impactful presentations

Cast any files from your devices—computer, 
tablet, or smartphone—to the Vibe Board 
with HDMI-in, USB-C ports, or wireless 
screen casting.

Effortless screen casting

Annotate images, PDFs, or videos while 
presenting, making it easy to emphasize 
important points and bring clarity to your 
big ideas.

Annotate any layer
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Key Features

Wow your audience with stunning presentations

Control your laptop and board simultaneously with 
touchback control, and project content from the 
Vibe Board to other displays when presenting to 
larger audiences.

Multi-screen functionality

With our display adapter Vibe Tap, designed for 
Vibe Board, you can start a presentation in 
seconds, and enjoy wireless connectivity with 4K 
resolution support, even in areas without Wi-Fi.

4K wireless screen share

Run two apps side by side for seamless 
multitasking. Draw references from Chrome, 
YouTube, or other apps while you work.

Split-screen view

HDMI
Alice

Jacob



The Companion Service For Vibe Board

To enhance your workflow, enjoy quick 
sign-in, instant meeting access, one-drop 
file transfer, and scan to save canvas, 
effortlessly with Vibe One.

Simplify Work on Vibe Board

Touch to StartTouch to Start

VIBE-ABC-01

vibe.Inc-5

Configure this Vibe for quick meeting booking and joining.

One-Click Video Conferencing

Setup

Vibe Canvas Vibe Cast Start Meeting Apps

07:36 PM Sign In

Take full control even from a distance. 
Seamlessly adjust board settings, slide 
through presentations, and interact with 
the board, without leaving your seat.

Remote Control Made Easy

ES

Edison Sunny
edisonsunny@vibe.us

Manage Profile

Vibe Canvas
Online whiteboard software

Vibe One
Manage board from your device

Admin Console
Manage board remotely

Name Location

Seattle board #1 Seattle

Seattle board #2 --

Seattle board #3 --

Taipei Board Taipei

Sean’s personal board Taipei

Configure devices, manage users, and 
apply policies to all boards with Vibe 
Admin Console, and tailor the setup 
process to suit any team.

Easy Fleet Management



Enterprise-Grade Data Protection

Trusted computing with TPM 2.0
With Trusted Platform Module (TPM), the 
Vibe Board* makes sure to encrypt user 
profiles and certificates, facilitate disk 
encryption, the list goes on.

Single sign-on authentication
Vibe ensures that only the right people 
and approved devices can access user’s 
or team’s content.

Dedicated user accounts
When working in a shared workspace, 
you can sign in to your dedicated 
account to stop unauthorized access to 
your apps or sensitive information.

Fleet management
Configure and manage your devices and 
users remotely from any web browser, IT 
admins can tailor the setup process to 
any team.

Over-the-Air updates
Vibe provides automatic security 
updates every 2-4 weeks to ensure you're 
working on the latest and most secure 
versions of Vibe and Chromium OS.

SOC 2 
Assurance to customers that Vibe has 
appropriate security measures and 
controls in place to protect data and 
ensure the overall integrity of services.



Trusted by 33,000+ Forward-Looking Business Leaders and Educators

“Vibe turned out to be a great solution 
for me and for my business. I can work 
with more teams in a given week, 
reaching twice as many clients.”

Mike McHargue

Founder, Principal Consultant of M5 Partners

Jonathan Wong

Project Manager at SBW

“Vibe is a great tool to make sure 
everyone’s on the same page.” 

“It’s an active learning process that 
gets students engaged and gets 
them actively thinking, not just 
passively listening to material.”

Dr. Austin Alexander

Professor at Hardin-Simmons University

“Using the Vibe board during the 
livestream has generated even 
more business. It’s the ultimate 
engagement tool.”

Victor Antonio

Author, Speaker and Business Consultant

https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-jonathan-wong-project-manager/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-jonathan-wong-project-manager/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-austin-alexander/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-austin-alexander/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-austin-alexander/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-austin-alexander/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-victor-antonio/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-victor-antonio/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-victor-antonio/
https://vibe.us/blog/how-i-vibe-victor-antonio/


Ratings & Awards 



Customer Support

We offer personalized product 
demonstrations to help you make 
informed decisions. Schedule a 
meeting with our sales team for a 
tailored demo of our product 
offerings and functionalities.

Talk to product expert 

We provide an online onboarding 
session once you receive your 
product to ease the transition. 
Our team ensure your confidence 
in using the Vibe Board.

Online onboarding 
session

Access our website's library of 
video tutorials for convenient, 
self-paced learning. These guides 
cover everything from initial setup 
to advanced features.

Rich video tutorials

We believe in putting our 
customers first and make sure to 
reply to all customer inquiries 
within one business day.

Responsive customer 
support

At Vibe, we believe in going above and beyond to ensure your satisfaction. 
From the pre-sale stage to post-purchase support, our dedicated team is 
on hand to guide you every step of the way.

https://vibe.us/contact/
https://vibe.us/contact/


Accessories

Vibe Stand for 55″

(Optional)

Vibe Stand for 75″

(Optional)

Vibe Tap

(optional)

Vibe Smart Camera

(optional)

Touch Stylus



Tech Specs

Vibe Board S1 55″ Vibe Board S1 75″

Display

55'' 4K


Infrared Touch Screen

75'' 4K


Infrared Touch Screen

Specially designed 4K smart camera

Arm RK3588

8 core


Arm Mali-G610 GPU


Up to 6 TOPS NPU 

Arm RK3588

8 core


Arm Mali-G610 GPU


Up to 6 TOPS NPU 

Processor

8GB RAM


128GB Storage

8GB RAM


128GB Storage

Memory



Tech Specs

Vibe Board S1 55″ Vibe Board S1 75″

Touch experience

Built-in OS experience

Connections

VibeOS (Based on ChromeOS)


OTA updates

VibeOS (Based on ChromeOS)


OTA updates

USB-C: SuperSpeed USB3.0 
USB-C: SuperSpeed USB3.0/Displayport out 
USB-C DisplayPort in for touchback control 
HDMI-in: HDMI 2.0

USB-C: SuperSpeed USB3.0 
USB-C: SuperSpeed USB3.0/Displayport out 
USB-C DisplayPort in for touchback control 
HDMI-in: HDMI 2.0

20 Touch Points


Active Stylus

20 Touch Points


Active Stylus



Tech Specs

Vibe Board S1 55″ Vibe Board S1 75″

Installation

IT & Security

What's in the box

Warranty

1-Year


30 days risk-free trial

1-Year


30 days risk-free trial

Fleet Management Fleet Management

Vibe Board S1 55″ *1 
Touch Stylus*1 
Power cable*1 
Quick start*1

Vibe Board S1 75″ *1  
Touch Stylus*1 
Power Cord*1 
Wall Mount*1 
Quick Start*1

VESA Mount


Portable Stand with 4 colors 
White/Blue/Red/Green

VESA Mount


Portable Stand in White



Please contact sales@vibe.us for any questions on your 
specific needs and requirements.

Visit vibe.us today!

Shop Now

https://vibe.us/?utm_campaign=vibe_smartboard_s1_product_brochure&utm_source=pdf
https://vibe.us/?utm_campaign=vibe_smartboard_s1_product_brochure&utm_source=pdf

